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From the Chairperson’s Desk

Dear All,

RIMS celebrated the ‘Saraswati Puja’, the most adored and revered Goddess of Vidya. For us this
month remains one of the most awaited as we welcome the goddess to our campus and ask for her blessings
for all of us. This year was no different; however, the only difference was that ‘Maa Saraswati’ was welcomed
amidst all the protocols of Corona. Though the celebration was a little gentle in nature, the spirit was never
dull. We have a feeling that she has always been kind towards us. It is her blessings for which RIMS has
always been strong in academic achievements.

God Bless You

Chairperson, RIMS
Mrs. Nalini Prava Pattnaik
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ENCOURAGING THE COURAGE:
(ACADEMIC COURAGE FOR STUDENTS)

Animo!.....basically known as courage; is the mental
and physical strength to venture, persevere to
withstand the fear and pain; and so the academic
courage is defined as perseverance in the face of
academic difficulty and fear and its role in predicting
academic performance (literacy and arithmetic) and
various academic engagement measures (planning,
task management, disengagement, class participation,
enjoyment of college life, and positive academic
intentions).

Teaching students to have courage actually helps
students to handle adversity. You might think that as
students, they don’t go through adversity but they
do in everyday of their life right from starting to get
from bed in order to prepare to go to college to
being present in the class along with other students.
You might think it’s funny and everybody literally
does that in student life but that’s where we start
lagging. Having the confidence to fear the unknown
and sail through difficult psychological and physical
problem what decides their future.

A teacher can effectively inspire courage in the
classroom by teaching students what it means to be
courageous and what it looks like in real-life situations.
Encouraging courage can definitely prevent certain
deep irrelevant activities of students like loss of self-
confidence or low confidence, avoiding eye contact
with teachers in classroom or parents at home, a
state of helplessness inside them as students don’t
easily agree to it, in order to keep their relevance
intact within other students and thus processing
themselves as self-handicapping and a being a
pessimist.

Not everybody is at the same intellect and so it is
very easy for the low performing or low confident

student to get intimidated by the top performers of
the class.

Let your students know that when things are difficult,
it’s OK to be fearful and make mistakes — that’s
how we learn, instead of just putting them in the
chains of perfectness always.

Academic courage need not be a great affair but it
can be as simple as raising your hand to ask or answer
a question. So it is essential for teachers instead of
focusing on only the sporadic empirical attention;
should encourage, recognize, and celebrate when
students show a little courage, because they might
not realize they’re doing it.

Perseverance in the face of academic difficulty is
assessed via the persistence. i.e.; the students should
be acknowledged with the art of practising something
which they want to be expert in, thus also building
up their strength in this manner. So teachers should
also focus on the persistency of the students to focus
rather than just looking into the results. This creates a
great response for the students. Fear is assessed
through anxiety. Classroom anxiety may be a much
lesser known fact but equally important which needs
to be balanced for the character build of a student.
So it is important to understand that not all students
can be of same caliber or can be great in same area
of studies. Every student should be encouraged to
explore their hidden talents and practise it regularly
to gain momentum in life.

 employee performance, job satisfaction, engagement,
In the largest organizations, this HR function is split
among Confidence is hypothesized to be indicated
by high perseverance through academic difficulty and
relatively low fear. Avoidance is hypothesized to be
indicated by low perseverance through academic
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difficulty and high fear. Helplessness is hypothesized
to be indicated by low scores on both these
dimensions.

Thus a few steps can be taken in order to help the
students:

Find the Root Cause of the problem: Most of the
time when we lack courage in one area we are self-
conscious. We believe ourselves to be deficient in
that area. The first step is helping students to find
where this belief comes from and encourage them to
challenge the thinking that keeps them stuck.

Share your own bravery stories:It is highly possible
that some of things that your students are facing
might have been faced by your or your dear ones
while being a student and thus chances are there that
you would  be very much relatable with these
instances. So teachers can share their hardship and
how they felt and how they came of the challenges.

How to make Friends as a Young Adult

Remember how easy it was to make friends in
elementary school? Not only we were less worried
about being rejected, we also weren’t as picky
about whom we were hanging out with.

The COVID-19 pandemic has changed everything,
including our friendships. Social distancing has made
it difficult to meet new people and stay connected
with the familiar ones. Being a young adult, the task
of making new friends has become a lot more difficult.
So instead of trying, we sadly accept the fact that
our friend circle is shrinking. If you are also thinking
in this way, let me tell you, you

Make your class a safe place:Help students feel safe
to take risks and fail. They should be taught not to
judge each other and how to react when their
classmates fail or score high. Sometimes teachers might
experiment to fail in front of students so they can
practice responding to you and see your reaction to
your own.

Helping students be their best versions:Courage is
interlinked with failing well and building grit. Let’s
focus on this critical skill to help our students be the
best they can be.

PROF. SMRITI REKHA BEHERA

 Faculty, RIMS
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HOW TO MAKE FRIENDS AS A YOUNG ADULT

Remember how easy it was to make friends in elementary
school? Not only we were less worried about being
rejected, we also weren’t as picky about whom we were
hanging out with.

The COVID-19 pandemic has changed everything,
including our friendships. Social distancing has made it
difficult to meet new people and stay connected with the
familiar ones. Being a young adult, the task of making new
friends has become a lot more difficult.

are not alone my friend. I am sharing some tips for the
above mentioned title. They are not scientifically proven,
but they have worked for me. So here we go:

1. First and foremost, you are not the only one.

The new Gen-Z experiences difficulties in making friends.
It’s something that we are all either currently dealing with
or have dealt with in the past. We just aren’t open about
it, which brings me to my next point.

2. We need to talk about it.

The more we can recognize that talking about this not only
helps us to reduce the individual shame that we might be
experiencing, but also actually provides the pathway to
closer friendships. It will ultimately help us in building
and sustaining our connection.

3. Get set up!

Think about the people in your social network … that
can connect you with other people you may not know.
We already have blind romantic dates, so why not a blind
friendship ones?

4. Deepen your casual connections.

Find a common ground you can bond over, like a hobby
or interest! Talk about your life, what you like to do in
your free time, etc.

5. Remind yourself why you’re doing it.

Now I know you’re thinking … this all sounds so
awkward. And as a member of Gen Z, I am all too
familiar with the anxiety that comes with approaching new
people. Don’t worry its part of the process. Just keep
your eye on the prize: a new friend!

6. Quality not quantity.

It is exhausting to commit yourself to hanging out with a
million different people. So focus on the people with
whom you truly want to build deeper relationships. To be
honest, we are all too busy to be giving our whole selves
to every single connection, which brings me to my final
point.

7. Know when to let go, or at least kind of let go.

It is important to deepen meaningful relationships, but it’s
also okay to drift from some people. Whether we’re
moving, growing up, or changing, sometimes we lose
certain connections — and that is okay! Because the more
we can do to normalize that kind of change, the better we
will be able to shift our attention to the relationships and
friendships that we really need and value.

DEBANSHU DAS
MBA 2nd Sem
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PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE

There are various types of programming languages.
According to Wikipedia, there are nearly 700
programming languages whereas other surveys states that
more than 4000 programming languages are there. When
it comes to programming languages, people often gets
confused what are the different types of programming
language. Basically, there are three types of programming
languages high level, middle level and low level.

High level programming languages are the languages which
are more user friendly, and are easy to understand by the
programmers. Some of the examples are pascal, sql, etc.

Middle level languages are the type of language which
has the properties of both Ruby high level as well as low
level language. Languages such as C, C++ are called as
middle level language because they exhibit the
functionalities of both high and low level languages.

Low level languages are hard to read and understand.
The codes of these languages are more likely to be
understood by the computer. Example - assembly language
and machine language.

There are many programming languages out there. A large
portion of them are easy to learn and has great features,
but very few of them are highly popular and have a large
market share. Some of the languages are as follows:-

Popular Programming Languages

R – It is one of the most popular languages. It is used for
statistical computing and graphical visualization of data.

JavaScript – This programming language is used in nearly
every aspect of web. It might be frontend, backend, web
apps, and websites.

C#- C# is a very well known in the gaming sector. It is
used to for game development. The reason is, it provides
better security and is robust in nature.

Python– It is a beginner friendly programming language.
This programming language is used in data science, app
development and backend.

These were some of the popular programming languages
which are used widely for quite a time.  But when it

comes to salary nearly all the programming languages
provide high paying salary.

According to the survey of stack overflow, Clojure
developer has the high paying salary among all the
programming languages. But when the availability of jobs
or in demand is taken into consideration, JavaScript
frameworks come at the top.

Highest paying programs

Kotlin – Kotlin was launched in 2011 and by
theyear 2017, it became the official programming lan-
guage for Android app development by the Google.
It provides a salary 120,000 a year on an average.

C# - This programming language is used to game
development especially mobile games. It is auto scalable
which give it a major advantage among other programming
languages. Developer gets a salary more than 300,000.

travelled to Ford’s headquarters to barter the terms of the
deal.

Python– Python was launched in 1980s, but it is on
top in terms of code readability and salary. It is used in
the fields of web development, data analysis and machine
learning.

JAGADISH NARAYAN SAMAL
BCA 2nd Sem
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FAILURE IS A STEPPING STONE TO SUCCESS

Failure and success are the 2 sides of a coin.
Like success, we should accept failure also. This
saying means that if a person fails once, he/she
should not lose heart. He must observe his
mistakes and try to overcome them in his next
attempt.

Repeated efforts lead one to success; Failures
give us a replacement point of view through
which we will achieve success. So, we should
always regard failure as the first step or a
steppingstone to success.

Ratan Tata had several failures during his
career, however in 1998; he launched the
Tata Indica Car. Unfortunately, the car did not
attract buyer interest, prompting the board and
committee members to recommend that Ratan
Tata sell the vehicle to Ford. Ratan Tata then

Ford Chairmen said that how did you get into
the corporate once you haven’t any experience
with passenger your company. After knowing
this, he returned to Mumbai without signing

the contract. This word didn’t depress him, but
rather boosted his self-assurance. With his
passion and dedication, he hoped to beat the
critics.

Tata Indica was profitable after a couple of years,
and Ford Company released two luxury
automobiles, Jaguar and Land Rover, at an
equivalent time.

However, Ford Company suffered a loss at the
time. The tables were turned, and Ratan Tata
proposed to the Ford Motor Company. Even
in science, Inventions and discoveries don’t
happen overnight, Thomas Alva Edison was a
really great inventor and he tried quite thousand
times to form a filament bulb later, on being
successful, Edison stated that he succeeded
because he found thousand ways during which
to not make the filament bulb.

PRIYANKA PATEL

M CA  2nd Sem
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CURRENT AFFAIRS

• Union budget for the financial year
2022-2023 presented.

• Ministry of Ayush receives Rs 3,050
Crore in union budget.

• IISc Bangalore gets Param Pravega, a
powerful supercomputer.

• UP selected as the best state tableau of
Republic day parade 2022.

• India’s unemployment rate drops to
6.57% in January 2022.

• U19 World cup 2022: India beat
England in the final.

• Govt implements ‘Mission Vatsalya’ for
rehabilitation of children.

• Mumbai 5th most-congested city in the
world, Delhi 11th: report.

• Democracy index for 2021: India ranks
46th out of 165 nations.

• National women’s day: 13 February.

• Dabur becomes “plastics waste neutral
company”.

• Indian railways to setup biggest wrestling
academy in Delhi.

• Twitter partners Paytm for tips in India.

• India’s GDP likely to grow at 5.8pc in
Oct-Dec: SBI report.

• India’s 1st bio safety Level-3 mobile
laboratory launched in Nashik.

• Death anniversary of freedom fighter
Gopal Krishna Gokhale 19 Feb ’22.

• India climbs to top of T20 rankings.

• National Protein Day: 27 February

• “Operation Ganga” flight 219 Indians
from Ukraine lands in Mumbai.

• India wins 6th gold medals at Singapore
weightlifting international.
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